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MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD.
5 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON, S02 ONZ — TELE 2085S

The Metal Model Soldier Manufacturers run by Wargamers for Wargamers offer the
lowest priced metal figures ANYWHERE covering the periods between ANCIENT EGYPT
to the BRITISH COLONIAL 1880s inclusive.

We have decided to bring out a new Price List which bears a relation to
our old one and with the exception of Postage shows no increase for a
reasonable order. Range "S" pricings:-

1 INFANTRY Figure
2 INFANTRY Figures
k INFANTRY Figures
8 INFANTRY Figures
16 INFANTRY Figures

1 GUN

1 LIMBER

1 BALLLSTA

1 CAISSON

£1

1 CAVALRY Figure (Horse & Rider)
3 CAVALRY Figures
6 CAVALRY Figures £1

1 RIDER Only
1 HORSE Only
1 CAMEL & RIDER

1 CAMEL Only
1 OX Only
1 PACK HORSE

CHARIOT SET of Chariot, 2 Horses and 2 men 55p-
GUN SET of Gun, Limber, k Horses and 2 Riders £1.00p.
AMBULANCE SET of Ambulance, 2 Horses & Rider £1„00p.
CAISSON SET of Caisson, 4 Horses & 2 Riders £1„00p.
CARRIAGE SET of Carriage, 2 Horses, General

and Driver £1.00p.
OX CHARIOT SET of Chariot, *f Oxen & 2 men 85p.

POSTAGE & PACKING (Inland)

Up to £1„00p 10p.
£1.00$ to £2.00p 15P-
£2.00p to £3.00p 20p.
£5„00p to £5.00p 25p.
£5.00p to £10. 35P-
£10 to £15- kOp.
£15 to £20 50p.
Over £20.00p. Free

HO/00 PRICE LIST

Foot Casting 5p-
Gun 13p.

Overseas Customers allow

1C$ of order value with a
minimum of 15P-

Cavalry Casting
Limber

13p
13p<

During the Postal Strike Dick and his young Assistant were so busy that
our current Catalogue was considerably out of date, so we have set up a
new one. Before we even finished ib, they had made figures we knew nothing
of and the publication date of our up to date catalogue has been delayed
for a little while. Please bear therefore if we cannot forward a catalogue
to you by return.

NErf FIGURES

Shortly to be advertised:-

SPANISH Napoleonic Cavalry, Byzantine and Gaul Cavalry.
RENAISSANCE Infantry and Cavalry designed for Dave Millward and the 1971
Convention. A number are suitable for the English Civil War.
OX CHARIOT, BAGGAGE WAGON, POWDER CART, AMMUNITION CART, ONAGER,
More BRITISH AND FRENCH NAPOLEONIC INFANTRY.

ALWAYS EXPANDING. ALWAYS EXTENDING. ALWAYS WORKING FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT.

CURRENT CATALOGUE AVAILABLE @ l8p. HOUSE MAGAZINE No 1 AVAILABLE @ 15p.

Commercial Director—NEVILLE DICKINSON Design Director—RICHARD HIGGS
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EDITORIAL

A funny but pleasant thing has happened to me
recently - I seem to have found a revived enthusiasm
for wargamingl Having been so deeply and profess
ionally involved in the hobby for twelve years it is
inevitable that I should have become a little blase
about it all and I have been sadly conscious of the
fact. Recently I had the most unusual luxury of
relaxing in a foreign country for two whole weeks
which gave me a lot of time to think and work things
out. On my return, I had occasion to go through the
entire files of ,/argamer's Newsletter back to April
1962, together with every copy of Jack 3cruby's
immortal Jar Games Digest (1957 to 1963) whilst com
piling a bibliography. Reading about those far off
days, the enthusiasms, the ideas and inspirations of
wargamers whose names have long since vanished from the hobby, brought back so many
colourful memories that I realised just how much I have been missing « «
the rest of you would have enjoyed being a part of that small but enthusiastic band
of brothers who were in at the beginning.

It seems to me that most enjoyment can be obtained from wargaming through the
integrated activities of small groups of enthusiasts, meeting in each others houses
and exchanging ideas. The hobby is tailor-made for this "parocnial" method of
application and while I feel that the clubs are welding the hoboy together, they
might be better employed as loose controlling bodies for anumber of self-supporting
groups. Conventions and public meetings are fun and, if held not too frequently,
are useful to broaden ones acquaintance of fellow hobbyists but the real meat of
wargaming lies in the small groups who battle in each others houses on regular nights
each week.

DON FEATHKRSTONE.

-£D

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD

Subscription rates:-

£2.10p in the United Kingdom: Overseas £2.25p (#5-50 in U.S.A. and Canada),
ADVERTISING RATES IN THIS MAGAZINE

Full page ... £6.00 (#16.00).
Half Page ... £3.00 (#8.00).

Quarter Page
Eighth Page

Classified adverts 1p (2 cento) per word.

£1.50p (A*00)
75p (^2.00)



FIRING INTO THE BROWN!

PRINCIPLES OF TH^ aHPLOYH^KT OF INFANTRY

WELLINGTON'S SYSTEM

s

Wellington's system was essentially defensive.
He formed his troops up in two lines a short distance
in rear of the crest. His Infantry fired, and then
charged with the bayonet, re-forming again quickly,
while the enemy were followed up by a fire of skirmish-
ers This order was preserved on the offensive, but it had not the same opportune
ties of being tested.

ooOoo

Archery was simply a primitive form of artillery, playing the same part then as
now by softening up ?he enemy to allow the infantry to get to grips under the most
idvanta-eous conditions. There are numerous instances of archers being used in most
intelligent fashion to cover the movement of other troops -a"combined opera ion"
at the landing of English men-at-arms at Cadzand, in 13^6, enabled them to get com
fortably ashore whilst the defenders were pinned down by hails of arrows from massed
archers! In the autumn of 13^2 Robert of Artois was besieging Vannes, then second
Sty of Brittany; after spending the first few days in making preparatxons for the
assault D'Artois delivered it early one morning. The archers put down what would now
be called a -standing barrage- on to the battlements - so fierce and accurate that,
according to Froissart, the battlements were soon cleared and not an enemy dared show
his head. Covered by this fire, the men-at-arms advanced to the assault.

ooOoo

"Let ev.rie man have abrigandine, or little cote of plate; askull (jap),or
hufkin; amaul of lead, five feet in length; and a pike, ana the same hanging by his
side, with a hook and dagger."

Ralphe Smithe.

ooOoo

The sand of the desert is sodden red,
Red with the wreck of a square that broke;

The Gatling's jammed and the Colonel dead,
And the regiment blind with dust and smoke.

The River of death has brimmed his banks,
And England's far, and Honour a name,

But the voice of a schoolboy rallies the ranks:
"Play up! play up! and play the game!"

Sir Henry Mewbolt.

ooOoo

Of courage he said: "I don't believe there is any man who, in his heart of
hearts, wouldn't rather be called brave than have any other virtue attributed to him
. . . Courage is not merely a virtue; it is the virtue. Without it there are no
other virtues. True, you may be bad and brave, but you can't be good without being
brave."

Of discipline: "True discipline is not someone shouting orders at others. This
is dictatorship, not discipline. The voluntary, reasonea disciplined accepted by
free" Intelligent men and women is another thing. To begin with, it is binding on all,
from top to bottom."

Of the British soldier: "It is not that he is braver than other soldiers. He is
not, but he is brave for a bit longer, and it is that bit that counts.

"Endurance is the very fibre of his courage and of his character He stays .here
he is until he has won." And: "The British soldier, bless him, is a grim fighter,
but a bad hater."

H
*/-

Field-Marshal Viscount Slim.



A WARGAHivR'S YKAR

by

D. Featherstone

Back in 1962, when wargaming was in its infancy, most of the British wargamers
knew each other personally, their friendship and enthusiasm is recalled with nostal
gic warmth. Reading through the March 1962 issue of War Games Digest I camc'across
the following article which amply revives the feeling of those days. This month's
cover picture of myself and daughter Sally was taken in the same year.

Sitting idly reviewing the events of the past year, I was struck by the amazing
number of interesting things that have happened to me wargames-wise since December
1960. I have always realised that the hobby had brought me untold pleasure but did
not anticipate so many varied events resulting from collecting model soldiers and
fighting battles with them.

JANUARY. Waited with some interest to see who won a rather comic race between
Commercial T.V. and the British Broadcasting Corporation, both trying to be first to
screen in magazine programmes some filmed stuff taken in my wargames room. Commer
cial T.V. won and made a very good job of animating cavalry and artillery with a most
realistic background of battle noises. The B.B.C. did a more restrained job - but
both of the programmes resulted in a lot of correspondence with would-be collectors.

FEBRUARY. Interviewed by the Manchester Guardian, the Daily Herald and the
American Forces paper Stars and Stripes, all with pictures, and all calculated to win
friends and influence people with wargame interests. Carried on with the campaigns
of January both in my house and at Tony Bath's battlefield - think I won the Franco-
Prussian War about here! But I lost Rome in the Punic War.

MARCH. Five lights, two cameras, six technicians, a director, interviewer Mac-
Donald Hastings and myself crowded into my small wargames room to film the usual set
up for B.B.C's "TONIGHT" programme. Set-up - the fight for Little Round Top, quest
ions were the usual novice type and the resulting film again brought letters.

Exciting phone call from C.B.S. of New York who seemed to think I was the man
they wanted to make a scale model of Gettysburg battlefield not less than 6' x 3' and
two days in which to do it! Succeeded, took it down to the home of Field Marshall
Montgomery where it was used in the film he made for C.B.S. with Henry Steele
Commager, discussing the American Civil War. A most stimulating day spent in and
around Monty's Desert caravans and marvelling at the Great Man's effervescence!

Continued Thursday night battles with Tony Bath - don't recall what we did here
but those Romans carried on losing the Punic War.

APRIL. The Month of the Convention - great, stimulating, provocative, and
inimitable. But we hope to have another one next year! Appeared on T.V. with
Brigadier Peter Young when we gave publicity to the Convention.

Asked by Hutchinsons the Publishers to write a book on War Games - began book.

Stonewall Jackson began to chase up the Valley followed by Bath's Federals - in
spite of doubling on my tracks, the Union boys were a little too much for me!

MAY. Visited Warwick Hales and Peter Pringle in Chatham, where a most interest
ing weekend was spent discussing the usual hobby subjects. Watched a demonstration
Napoleonic battle between Warwick and Peter, learned some new curses and varied lines
of argument over rules. Fought Warwick next morning with Peter as umpire - good
battle in which history was altered when I discovered an even stronger defensive
formation than the British Square!

Drove to Bristol with Roy Blackman to see Lionel Tarr, whose modern set-up and
application never fails to amaze me. Learned a lot, returned home very stimulated
and full of admiration for this great stalwart of our hobby.

Continued fighting battles with Tony Bath - won and lost about my usual number.
Wrote book in spare time.

JUNE. Peter Young visited me and we spent a very hot Sunday fighting a wargame



between Federals and Confederates. At the end of it I knew how Peter had become a
Brigadier, won so many medals and stayed alive during W.W.II - but it was good hard
and drawn battle! Anyway, we fought to my rules!

Continued with book, fought more battles with Tony and spent a week on holiday,
during which I found a shop that sold Airfix model tanks so bought and made a dozen
of them en masse during the spare times off the beach!

JULY. Had a most interesting Marlburian battle at Peter Young's house, when he
cunningly made himself Umpire and I fought a three-cornered battle with Ian Bale and
David Nash. It lasted from 11 a.m. until 7 P-m. when I conceded the game, I attach
no blame whatsoever to the gargantuan quantities of excellent food provided by Mrs.
Young and liquor by the Brigadier. He also bore me no malice for so violently argu
ing about his rules - he was the most flexible Umpire!

Spent a lot of time chasing photographers taking shots of staged battles for the
book.

AUGUST. Events this month were a little crowded off the screen by the arrival
of another little Featherstone - a boy this time who, up to time of going to Press,
shows absolutely no aptitude for wargaming.

Book nearly completed - photographers go bankrupt and make life even more dif
ficult.

SEPTEMBER. Visited Bill Gunson at his home in North Wales - he was home on
leave from Kuwait. Drove 256 miles each way, glorious scenery, then drove another
120 miles to find a shop in that uncivilised part of the world that sold Airfix
figures! Bill's army had not arrived from Kuwait but he had bought lots of modern
plastic stuff on his way home via Germany, so we decided to buy some boxes of 00
gauge figures and fight a modern battle (I wasn't going to drive over 500 miles and
not have a warjamel). Finally got them in Llandudno - and had our battle on a dining
room table and a large side-board 18" higher so that an intriguing sloping terrain
was used!

Book went to publishers - I received part of the advanced royalties! Fought
more battles with Tony and lost more than I won!

OCTOBER. Bill Gunson drove 256 miles to spend weekend with me (highly delighted
because he did it half-an-hour quicker than I did!). Aided by Carl Reavley (home
from Aden) Roy Blackman and Tony Bath, we fixed up the wargame to end all wargames.
Using an 'L' shaped table 16' x 12' x 6' and with two armies of 1,200 men each, we
fought for about nine hours, with a beer and cheese buffet on one side of us - no
result and a fervent urge to fight small scale battles in future!

Tony and I began the Boer Revolt 1885 - in which the Boers aided by a Zulu ris
ing on the ./est of the Province, attempt to throw the British out of Natal. The
British being scattered in various towns and garrisons find it hard to concentrate,
but aided by gunboat and landing party made a good fight of it.

NOVEMBER. Boer Rising still going strong - Tony curses the civilians and live
stock he has to shepherd to safety and my Boers (masquerading as Confederates) have a
couple of small successes but two big defeats.

Soldier Magazine send down Staff Photographer and we have great fun faking shots
for article in January edition. Carry on fighting battles with Tony at his house -
Jungle Warfare now!

Lot of time spent sorting out fabulous collection of SAE 30mm stuff bought from
Eill Gunson (who has now gone over to 20mm figures). Details of surplus stuff else
where in book.

DECEMBER. Sit here typing this stuff for the March WGD. Boer Rising still go
ing on - Tony has got a very fair Native rising going in his mythical Continent and
my savages had fun last week raiding settlements and cutting throats of soldiers dis
guised as women settlers!

Note: During this past year, I have also endeavoured to earn a living (my wife
and children have become accustomed to such luxuries as food and clothing), read a
large number of books on military subjects, painted and made a considerable number of
figures, done some high class swapping with various fellow collectors and carried on



COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

George Lord (of Thunder Bay, Ont., Canada)

I read over my copy of "Wargame Campaigns" I got
as a Christmas present and enjoyed it immensely, but
that would not be. enough if it did not add a host of
new ideas which it certainly did. Your match-box idea
serves as a wonderful solution to SOLO gaming. I am
fighting the Virginia Campaign SOLO and the way the match-box works is this: I have a
map of the State drawn for that time which I photocopy at work and ruled off into 6k
squares - each is 32 miles on the map. This 'Territories' as x call them, are divid
ed each into 6k smaller AREAS of k miles each and they in turn into 6k war-table
zones. I have a match-box chest of 8 x 8 boxes and use whatever portion I wish.

Now I assume all the Union armies begin from Washington (give them 6 army Corps)
and decided the number of infantry, cavalry artillery units I put their names on a
small card. These are shuffled with a number of blanks, and dealt face down into 7
piles each then has a card v/ith the corp number or reserve hidden under it and all
are then fastened with elastics and put away until needed. Nov; when a corps is re
leased I determine the distance it can travel in a week depending upon the weather
supply situation and draw a circle around Washington for that distance.

For each large square they "could have reached I put a chip in each box - all are
blank but the one that represents the Corps. I do not know which it is as it is
placed face down in the box. ''hen they move again I repeat the process until my
troops reach the same 'Territory' when I check that box. Using different coloured
chips I can make the same box serve for the smaller areas. When I do reach the same
'Territory', I then take the first deck of cards I had put away and slip out the
bottom one showing the Corps, checking the master list I find who commands it and
hence bring in your idea about the ability of the commander. Then using scouts, and
their success determines how many of the other corps cards I get to see before the
battle starts. So it is very exciting and challenging.

obviously my rules are much more involved but it gives you an idea of how your
book is helping. I am also bringing in your logistics into the game, and boy oh boy
the juggling of supplies from factory to depot to the long communications route to
the front sure has me hopping. Now I sympathise with the boys who really did this in
the real wars.

Also your match-box chest has solved another problem in my modern naval games -
this being the problem of moving ships on the map and searching with radar without
tipping off the whole show.

Your book however, suggested that "Advanced Wargames" was next to necessary as
an adjunct to the later issue so I sent for it also.

ooOoo

Wargamer's Newsletters can be purchased monthly by sending l8p on the first day
of each month.

ooOoo

"Handbook for Model Soldier Collectors" is still available at half-price to
Newsletter subscribers - 85p (/2) including pontage and packing. Also a few author-
signed and personally inscribed new copies of "All For a Shilling a Day!" at o5p
(#1.50) including postage and packing. (Originally £1.50 new).

00O00

Subscribers are requested to note that every care is taken to ensure that their
Newsletters are correctly addressed and safely dispatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival and replacement
copies must be charged for - usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period.



ULTIMATE WARGAMING

(Part Two)

by

Pat Dunn

One new feature of our campaign is 'Model
Identification' which can be explained roughly as
follows:- A ship, newly sighted, will be placed the
correct scale distance and correct angle from a point
on the edge of the stage or table. The opposing ship
commander will look along the table-top, or top of
the stage, and have three minutes maximum to try and -
identify the vessel. Silhouette books may be referred to in this time. The effect
of all this is that one might sight a nondescript looking vessel, and not be sure if
it is an enemy ship or a neutral one. Radio may be used, but even so it will be quite
possible for one to open fire on the wrong vessel.

All this is merely the basic outline of the moving system. Within it were a
mass of rules covering as many situations as the rule makers could conceive. It was
not necessary to know all the rules but merely to refer to them as situations arose.
One would not worry about refitting rules, for example, until the time came for a
ship to go in for a refit - then one could swot up to find out what was involved.

The Society went to great lengths to find suitable maps and finally settled for
ones printed by the "Institut Geographique International" of France. The maps were
to Mercator's projection and had an equatorial scale of 1:10,000,000 and covered the
whole world in twelve sheets costing 50p each. Members purchased area maps according
to their sphere of operations. The Netherlands would only need one map, France re
quired five, and Germany and England needed all of them. Twenty-three Nations were
represented during the game.

I have already said that the actual situation and strength of nations was to be
exactly reproduced as was the case on August 13th 191't. However from that point any
thing could happen - France might decide to join Germany or even change sides during
the game (rules for alliances and treaties covered such things). This was not the
sort of game where one would take huge risks lightly in a somewhat vague hope that
something dramatic might happen. The players had to plan strategy as carefully as in
real life because the penalty for foolishness was to be knocked effectively out of
the war. The tactical situation was so faithfully reproduced that my brother David,
who was to command the German nation, was every bit as cautious about the role of his
fleet as was the Kaiser! Any bold plan that committed the High Seas Fleet and failed,
meant that Germany, without a powerful battlefleet, was going to be a shadow of its
former glory. The Germans would not risk their huge fleet against the vast British
Grand Fleet and Divid did not intend to either. This was not a glory campaign in
which we are anxious to try out a fanciful plan and risk all. The issues to the
players were almost as important as they were to the real life contestants. When I
expounded some dramatic plan to try and lure out the Channel fleet to destruction my
brother just smiled and shook his head. It was better to preserve the German fleet
than risk it in action, he replied. The tactical situation, he explained, meant that
he would be obliged to do more or less just what the Germans did. Of course he would
always have his eyes open for opportunities and he meant to get the fleet into the
Baltic if he could and make life miserable for the Russians. On the whole though, he
would have to conduct operations on the same lines as was really done. Invariably,
all other nations would have had to act in much the same way. No one wanted to get
their battlefleets exterminated at an early stage in the game and then find their
spheres of operations and influence dramatically reduced.

This then is the new

produced or reconstructed

years of work was require
undertake deep research i
strength of his own force
know about everything,
journal, a player was to
possessions overseas, he
sioned hulks laying in po
back into service if the

kind of wargaming. Not merely are battles and events re-
- an entire global conflict is planned in detail. Over two

d before the game was due to start and every member had to
n order to find out the obscure facts about the state and
s in August 191^, for it was necessary (or advantageous) to
or example, if through researching some long forgotten
discover that at the start of the war he had some material
could 'claim' them and use them. There were many decommis-
rts and harbours all over the world and these could be put
players wanted to have them repaired. Naturally, players



wanted to find out if they had wireless stations, coal dumps, barracks, etc., abroad.
Such facts were difficult to find out except from specialised works now very hard to
obtain.

oes project a player into the past. He becomes passion-
that he may have paid little attention to previously,
ame experts on all things relating to the period 191^-
scure or unimportant now that probably no one else
ted in such things. These people also wanted to find
91^ methods of fighting and communications so that they
heir own systems the same odds of anything succeeding
necessary to make radio rules but to find out exactly

In order for the Germans to transmit messages to
an elaborate and clumsy chain of wireless stations and

A game like this really d
ately interested in a subject
My brother and his friends bee
1918 much of which seems so ob
would be even slightly interes
out the exact limitations on 1

could accurately build in to t
or failing. It was not merely
what they could do at that tim
Graf Von Spee in the Pacific,
telegraph was required.

It is my opinion that this trend will continue. As the hobby expands so will
the desire to improve the scope and realisms of the games. Many of us are not merely
content to fight battles just for the sake of it. We want to plan grand strategy and
global operations. Clubs will become more ambitious and I am convinced that electron
ic gadgets and intercoms will take their place in due course. Such things can only
make the games more exciting and realistic and does not mean that all the soul will
go out of the hobby. In the past I have fought the simple table-top battle with few
soldiers and thoroughly enjoyed myself but surely everyone is ambitious and wants to
progress. Nowadays a set-piece battle leaves me cold but I do respect those who re
main content with them. We have no governing body (praise be) and can do what we
like, though I do think the movement as a whole is eager for constant improvement in
all directions and that huge scale multi-player campaigns are the game of the future.
I think that the World War I campaign I have described is the first of its kind and
is well worth bringing to the attention of your readers.

THE AMERICAN

SCENE

by

Gary Gygax
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I urge you to spend a bit of time reading the rules to an Avalon Kill
Stalingrad or Battle of the Bulge) and then seriously play it. While they
different from miniatures, they are, nevertheless, excellent wargames. Af
ing your reviews of magazines that are Avalon Hill oriented, it is obvious
are cheating both yourself and your readership of knowledge of a vital are
hobby. I do not suggest that you expend more space in Wargamer's Newslett
boardgames - they are more than adequately covered in other publications,
be desireable, though, is a fair and knowledgable commentary on boar -

diaeval wargaming group now stands at 41
am asking our Editor and Publisher to
pies of the Newsletter (Domesday Book)
and to include back issues if possible.
I plan to send you a set of those Napo- { X / ( ^"^ ' .V/taK^^X
ing Ship rules I have mentioned prior as well as our Ancient (Lake Geneva
udies Association) rules. We have been working to polish our World War
t so we can go on to Napoleonic and Ancient equipment. Our collection of
ediaeval figures is pretty complete - 500+ figures and much miscellaneous

game (try
are quite
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From your comments on Club Newsletters, it appears positive that you in the
U.K. now are undergoing a proliferation of publications on wargaming just as we have
had for the past few years. It floods the market and drains talent.

Would you be interested in any regular reports on any aspect of U.S. wargaming?
I am in touch with the major activity here (and it is boardgaming, usually). «lso,
would you be interested in a battle report of World War II or Mediaeval miniature
games fought on our sand table? I could furnish photographs in either colour or
black and white. We plan a large scale Russian-German game soon, complete with
white tanks, Siberians and Cossacks (if I can find a way to convert some figures).



MAKE
YOUR OWN
ARMY'**

ZULU WAR HIGHLANDERS

by

N.Zaal of South Africa

From the Waterloo Highland
er Airfix set.

To get a Zulu War Highland
er from the Waterloo Highlander
three conversions must be made,
the headgear must be changed,, a
sporran added and the bottom of
the coat must be tailored a bit.

To do the job you require some
paper, some plasticene, a model
ling knife, some Bostik glue,
and some clear nail varnish plus

small scissors.

To get the sunhelmet:

Neatly cut off the top of
. the figure's head and it6 busby.
• Try to do this in one slice

starting just above the eyes and running down towards the back of the head at a
slight diagonal angle as in the illustration.

Next, on the paper, draw the brim of your sunhelmet like this:
It should be about 5 milimeters long and about 3 milimeters a-
cross at the widest point. Make sure the outline is rounded in
shape and the cut out is curved at the rear and pointed in
front. Next glue the brim on to the top of your figure's head
with the pointed end to the front. Press the front and rear ends

should protrude slightly), and it will now look like this:

% 0

0

After this, roll a small ball of plasticene roughly
3-^mm in diameter, glue it to the centre of the brim and
press down slightly and shape

<? V
3«r-tf-i<A<

Lastly, add a double
plasticene and to make the
cally onto the brim.

Coat Adjustment:

Just below the belt in front, small sheets of plasti
cene must be glued and pressed into place. The plasticene
must then be cut to shape as in "13". Then cover this with
a coat of nail varnish.

Sporran:

coat of varnish to harden the

plasticene top fit more realisti-

(they

-0-0This is easily made by shaping a small piece of plasticene like th
glueing it on with Bostik, and making one deep horizontal cut near the
top and four or five light downward cuts to represent the horsehair.

Add a coat of nail varnish to this and your conversion is complete.

For those who want Highlanders of the Sudan Wars and the Boer
would be necessary to shave off the pack at the rear of the
figure and, again using plasticene, to replace it by the

necessary equipment i.e. the kilt may also be lengthened
so as to come down to the top of the knee.

ooOoo

Back numbers of Wargamer's Newsletter are available for
the following months at l8p CtOc) each. November 1968;
September 1969; March 1970; November 1970; December 1970;
January 1971; February 1971; March 1971 and April 1971.

War it



WORLD WAR I ON THE E..STERN FRONT

by

Donald Wolff

Miniatures of World War I vintage seem to raise their heads now and then, oft
asked the question - "Why don't they create a set of rules for World jar I?"

The answer seems to reflect the war. How much enjoyment does one get leading
his units into overlapping machinegun fire? What is the saving throw for one's men
when all the artillery in the world is falling on them? The thoughts of trench war
fare do not appeal to normal wargamers. Manoeuvre, one of the basic elements of
miniatures, is almost totally void, as far as the Western Front is concerned. How
ever, in the east the front was too large for a single trench line, as in the west,
the quality of troops and equipment permitted (or didn't permit, depending on what
authority) a total fluid front. The eastern front was the source for the German
infiltration tactics (Hutier or Seeckt) which would display themselves in the 1918
offensives and eventually in France 19^0. Unfortunately, Airfix has not produced
World War I Russians or their Cossack Cavalry. The best substitute seems to be the
British troops and the R.II.Artillery whose hat and equipment are similar to the
Russian's. The eastern front is the transition between the American Civil War, the
first modern war, and the Western Front, the totally inhuman modern war.

ooOoo

FOR SALE: "Coup d'Etat" board game. Used once. £2.50. Fanshaw, 116 Croham
Valley Road, South Croydon.

ooOoo

"HELP!" I am a desperate wargamer. My primary need is an opposing general who
possesses an Allied Army or armies of the Napoleonic era and who has the proper
facilities (room, basically) to conduct a glorious table-top battle. All with the
intentions of seeking me out should write to this address - Douglas Evans, 1651
Second Avenue, New York City, N.Y., Box 152, 10028, or phone me - Tel: (212)831-37^0,
any time after 5 p.m. Please note: You must be a MANHATTANITE.

00O00

A. A. JOHNSTON • mdUan, <BJ»i$Ad.
PITNEY :: LANGPORT :: SOMERSET :: ENGLAND

We are still offering the widest range of New, Imported and second
hand Military books, immediate delivery in most cases, letters answered,
and Lists sent out regularly. Like the 'Newsletter' we make no false
claims, we let our length of service and following speak for itself.

THE MODEL SOLDIER MANUAL Peter J.Blum. Illustrd. 40pps. P.free - £1.84.
How To Go COLLECTING MODEL SOLDIERS Henry Harris. Illstd. " - £1.84.
BRITISH INFANTRY REGIMENTS 1660-1914 A.H.Bowling. Prof, illustd. includ

ing colour. Post free - £1.30.
HANDBOOK ON GERMAN MILITARY FORCES 15 March 19^5. New facsimile reprint
of the rare U.S. War Dept. Manual. 7" x 10": hundreds of illustrations
including pages of colour. Post free - £6.97.

HANDBOOK ON JAPANESE MILITARY FORCES 19^5. New reprint and companion to
previous item. Post free - £6.97.

THE FIELD OF WATERLOO Paul Davies. Prof, illustd. in colour. P.free - 30p.
How To Play WAR GAMES IN MINIATURE J.Morschauser. Illustd. P.free - £2.18.
THE FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY The Campaigns of 1813-14 and Waterloo R.K.Riehn.

Illustrated uniform colour guide. Post free - £1.38.
THE FRENCH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 R.K.Riehn. Uniform colour

guide, companion to previous item. Post free - 70p.
GERMAN ARTILLERY 1914-1918 D.Nash. Prof, illustrated including colour,

Uniforms, Equipment, etc. Post free - £1.30.
JAPANESE ARMY UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 1939-1945 R.Dilley. Prof, illus

trated, including colour. Post free - £1.30.
DRESS REGULATIONS FOR THE ARMY 1900 with Introduction by W.Y.Carman.

Il-J" x 8}": 20k pps. and 79 pages of plates illustrating several
hundred items of dress. Post free - £3-23.

THESE AND MANY MORE AVAILABLE FROM STOCK INCLUDING ALL THE EXCELLENT TITLES

BY DON FEATHERSTGNE. WRITE FOR LISTS, CFFERS, PART EXCHANGE.
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YOU WRITE

TO US

"I do not know whether I have changed, or whether the "Newsletter" has, but each
month there seems to be a larger proportion of articles of direct interest to me, not
to mention others that try to drag me away from my slowly growing Napoleonic Army! A
happy trend."

Angus Clarke of Perth.

ooOoo

"In the 100th issue of the "Newsletter" you mentioned that some of those who re
ceived issue No.1 are still subscribers - I can claim to be one of these. Ever since
that first issue I have found the magazine a source of interest and inspiration.

You may have realised that April 15th-l6th is the 10th anniversary of the first
Wargamer's Convention, held at your home in Southampton. 1 think I can claim to have
been the youngest there. Certainly at the age of 16 I felt quite overawed by some of
the "experts" there.

I learnt a lot about the hobby at that Convention which I have put to valuable
use. Back in 1961 I was building up an American Civil War Army using 30mm Scruby and
S.A.E. models, because of surface mail delays etc., the army grew slowly. Not long
after Airfix began their 20mm range and I switched to "moderns", which continues as
my main interest. My interest in this period was helped by correspondence with Lionel
Tarr who helped me organise my World War II game.

As well as providing an interesting hobby, warganung involved the study of
military history. After studying economics at University for three years I was able
to use my military reading when I did the M.A. in War Studies at Kings College,
London. The course involved a study of strategic doctrine, Clausewitz, Mahan, etc.,
the role of the military in society, nuclear and guerrilla warfare, and military
history from Napoleon to the present.

I am now a librarian working in the Ministry of Defence Library in London. The
great advantage is that one has access to a very large number of books dealing with
every aspect of military history. I regard myself as being very fortunate. My hobby
helps with my work, and my work with my hobby.

At the moment my wargaming is in "hibernation" - I am living in a flat and am
engaged in house-hunting. I would have liked very much to have come on your Normandy
trip, but May 15th, the day you had hoped to set out, is the day I am getting married.
My fiancee, who is very understanding about my wargaming interests, I think would
draw the line at spending our honeymoon touring the Normandy Beaches!

As I said earlier, my main interest is in the modern period. I have built up
small, i.e. battalion sized forces representing British and U.S. and German W.W.II
forces. At the moment I am working on similar sized forces for a late 19o0's game
between two imaginary states using a mixture of modern U.S., German and Soviet equip
ment. I was thinking of going in for Napoleonics in a small way, but Airfixs' next
figures appear to be astronauts and the American War of Independence!"

David Bradley of London.

00O00—-

"Two non-wargaming points, from this side of the ocean, of interest are addresses
and delivery. British addresses cause me some trouble, ours go:

Name,
Street,
City, State Zip code,
Country.

although, rural routes may be different, but this does not seem to correlate to your
system. Deliveries are made, minus strikes and natural disasters, approximately a
month later here in the States. I strongly suspect a slow freighter and our postal
system, although I do not mind this delay. The problem is special sales or limited
stocks because by the time my reply would reach England, such offers would be long
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gone. Oh well, you can't win them all!"

Donald Wolff of Ohio, U.S.A.

ooOoo

"Some comments on the two Newsletters. First, Mr. Waters article in the Febru
ary issue and his reference to Benjamin Franklin. In lighter vein may I suggest that
if before a game began a few bottles of Madeira were shared among the players a most
interesting game would follow!

I am now trying at last to seriously master GO (or in Chinese Wei Chi), and am
beginning to see some daylight on it.

Ian Prices comment in the February issue on the hobby "it is" a game and not a
re-creation of actual warfare". How true: Man is a games playing animal (hence all
the mathematical talk about "games theory' - at practically all his sports are con
tests - either against nature (i.e. mountaineering) or against other men - either
physically - boxing (bad luck for Henry Cooper, I thought), fencing, rugger, or mental
- GO is the oldest known game (and a wargame). An American Strategical Analyst has
written a book to prove Mao's political and military strategy is based on Wei Chi-
the earliest form of chess, and all the chess variations, Chinese, Japanese (Shogi),
Burmese and the 'variants'. The k handed game and so called "Fan.;" chess, not to
mention draughts, and the modern games like Avalon Hill board games - all are contest
games.

I was also interested in the comment in the March issue "Firing Into The Brown"
on the Swiss Infantry. I agree that the Spanish Infantry with sword and Buckler
troubled the Swiss, as the Roman Legion did the Greek Phalanx, but 1 think the real
end of the Swiss was the combination of cavalry and guns at Marignano. The same
tactics that Surenas used against Crassus and the French against the English in the
final battles of the 100 Years War.

I see that Gary Gygax raises my pet problem of the longbow, the crossbow and the
reflex horseman's composite bow of the Mongols and Turks. Of course the longbow only
originated with Edward I (after meeting the 5ft elm bows of the Welshmen of Gwent)
(which is why Scott was wrong to set Robin Hood in the reign of Richard). Richard,
in fact, preferred the crossbow, used it himself, and was killed by a crossbow bolt.

Treece and Oakeshott in "Fighting Man" say that ft its highest period of per
fection the crossbow had a range of 38O yards. But the power of the longbow was, as
you know, pretty great. Giraldus Cambrensus quoted the well known case of the arrow
penetrating a k" door and of the Norman Knight pinned to his saddle on both sides.
Preece and Oakeshott give various estimates of the range of the longbow: 250 yards
effective, extreme range 350 yards. Another cites the longbow as 220 yards and the
crossbow 38O yards. Treece and Oakeshott go on to suggest an extreme range for the
longbow at Crecy and Poitiers as 400 yards.

Edward Burke, in The History of Archery records the longest arrow flight as being
made by the Sultan of Turkey in the 18th Century - 972 yards! One of the Secretaries
in the Turkish Embassy in London is said in 1792 to have shot with a Turkish bow and
an ivory "bow trough" 415 yards against the wind ..nd 482 with the wind.

Payne Gallwey (I have a fairly recent American report of his look on the Cross
bow) tested a number of steel crossbows, to which he fitted hempen cards and
got flights of from 38O to 390 yards. He says, writing at the turn of the Century,
that very few modern archers with a longbow could reach 300 yards, 280-290 yards being
an accepted feat. Payne Gallwey doubted if the English longbowmen at his peak ever
exceeded 390 yards. Of the Turkish bow Payne Gallwey quotes records of Turkish
Archery, received from Sir Robert Ainslie in Constantinople at the request of Sir
•Joseph Barber, of shots of from 625 to 838 yards. Treece and Oakeshott add that in
1901 Payne Gallwey, using a 15th century steel crossbow shot several bolts across the
Menai Straits, a distance of about 450 yards."

W.T.Thurbon of Cambridge.

00O00

A WARGAHER'S YEAR - Continued from Page 3.

a large correspondence with other enthusiasts. Life don't get tedious, does it?
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE ST. FRANCIS INDIANS

BY RUGERo' RANGERS - FRENCH AND INDIAN WAR

by

Bill Abrams

Based on the raid as described in the Kenneth Roberts historical novel "North-
West Passage".

5^*. front n
N/i7/Age

M

THE FORCES - Raiding party consisted of 20 rangers and 3 Indians. There were
10 St. Francis Indians at their village, 20 French Grenadiers at the camp and a pur
suit force of 'lO French regulars and 6 Indians.

HISTORY - The St. Francis Ind

their constant forays from their h
parts of New England. Many of the
been recruiting his rangers up to
at nothing less than the destructi
would go by boat to a point on Lak
swamp to the village. The village
viving rangers and any captives wo
with the rangers at START with the
have located the expedition's boat

ians had long been a terror in New England with
ome near the Vermont - Canadian border into all

attacks are French inspired and Major Rogers has
full strength for a punitive expedition designed
on of the entire St. Francis tribe. The expedition
e Champlain and then overland through forest and
would be taken by surprise, burned, and the sur-

uld return by a different route. The game begins
French pursuit force appearing at START when they

MECHANICS OF MOVEMENT AND RULES - At the beginning of each move each side throws
two dice, the result being the number of inches that side may move in that turn. A
move bonus of 50/- of the score is allowed on trails and Indians and rangers may add
25/i to their move off of trails. Indians and soldiers acting as point or rear guard
have guns loaded at all times while others must halt and load before firing, firing
occurring on the next turn. Pursuit movement is simultaneous.

Example - If the rangers are at start and throw a total of 6 on the dice, they
add their trail bonus of 50/- which gives them a total move of 9". Crossing the
stream is only allowed at fords and costs 3" so the net move in this case would be
6" with the rangers ending their move in the stream. Let us assume the French pur
suit force finds the boats immediately (by throwing a 5 or 6) so they are now placed
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at START. At the end of the move the two forces are in sight (12") and range so
ranger rear guard and French point could exchange shots. Next move assume rangers
throw a 4 and French throw a 10. Ranger net move up the trail is 6" while French,
who must also ford the stream, gain 12" thus at the end of the move they have caught
up to the rangers and combat takes place.

Other rules are as in Tony Bath's 1750 period rules for Canada and North America,
the most important of which is the ambush rule in which units or individuals in posi
tion for one turn in a concealed position may ambush others unless discovered by
scouts. Don Featherstone also covers these rules in his book "Wargames" in the
chapter entitled 'Close Wars'.

MAP DETAILS - On the map the trail starts at the lower right corner at START.
Hash marks indicate hills, small clumps of impenetrable brush may be seen at points
along the trail and the path goes through some areas of forest. Their are some forks
in the trail leading to dead ends. A force without Indian guides must throw a die
upon encountering a fork, 1, 2, 3 go right or 4, 5, 6 go left. This never happened
in my game. If a blind is taken the path must be retraced to the fork and the other
route taken. The incidents of my game are indicated on the map with circled letters
and are in alphabetical order.

TIL GAME - The rangers order of march was two Indians and one ranger on point,
main body of 18 rangers and 2 officers, 1 ranger at rear guard, and 2 Indians left to
observe START area. French pursuit force was 6 Indians in lead followed by the main
body of 40 men and 2 officers. The game was fought solo and took about two hours.

The French found the boats on the third turn at which time the rangers were just
coming to the ford at A. The Indians left to observe caught up to the main body in
time to have an ambush set up to catch the French at the ford. Three rangers and 2
Indians were hidden on the hill on the east side of the ford while the rest of the
party continued on. The first action occurred at A as the ambush was sprung on the
Indian point as they were in the water. As they were separated from the main body
the ambush did not affect them. The French Indians lost only their courage and re
tired to the end of the column while the alerted regulars charged ahead anxious to
catch the rangers. The rangers escaped and managed to stay ahead of their pursuers
until the next ford where it would have gone badly for them if Major Rogers had not
thought to leave another Indian on the hill overlooking point B where he successfully
ambushed the French regulars who had no scouts out, their Indians being in the rear
of the column.

The French lost one man and were thrown into confusion for two turns which en

abled all to escape across the ford to point C, closely pursued by the French Indians
who had gone off the trail to avoid the confused mass of soldiers at B. The rangers
sent all their Indians up the trail to the main body and the three rangers prepared
to fight a holding action at the ford by laying an ambush at C. Three French Indians
crossed the stream and discovered the ambush and managed to fire a warning shot during
the ensuing scuffle as the rangers attempted to silence them with the bayonet. When
the dust settled only one ranger was on his feet and he struck out to join the main
party with the French and Indians not too far behind.

At about this time the main body was in position for the attack on the St.
Francis village. A force of 4 rangers, 2 Indians, and 1 officer were positioned in
the woods near points E and F to prevent a junction of the St. Francis fugitives and
the French Grenadiers at the camp. The main attack was by 13 rangers, 2 Indians and
Major Rogers. The attack began with a volley fired from the forest across the stream
with an immediate charge. The volley killed 2 of the 10 St. Francis who were scatter
ed all over the village. They stood still in shock as the charge caught 2 more at
the ford who were killed in melee. On the next move the St. Francis finally came to
their senses but the rangers moved too quickly for them entering melee with all but 2
straglers who had been 6n the northern outskirts of the villa ;e. One of these was
shot but the other ran toward the ford on his way for help at the French camp. The
melee in the village was now over with one ranger and one Indian scout dead who were
thrown into the water to conceal the loss.

On the next turn the rangers were busy setting fire to the village as the sur
viving St. Francis Indian was now at point E where he was set upon by the force left
there to deal with fugitives. The Grenadiers had meanwhile been busy organising a
scout group to investigate the sound of shooting from the village. This group of 10
men now appeared and would have been ambushed if someone had not become over excited.
The ambush failed as both sides exchanged volleys with no damage to either side. The
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rangers now turned and headed through the woods to join the others now waiting for
them at D in the burning village. The rear was guarded by two Indian scouts. The
French Indians from the pursuit column now made their appearance and overtook the
Indian rear guard. In a ferocious melee the two ranger's Indians were killed and two
of the three remaining French Indians were downed at point G. The delay was enough
to allow the rangers to escape across the ford and just catch the tail of the column
of the main body as it retreated directly south and off the board. No plans for
further pursuit were made as the French regulars were quite exhausted and the remain
ing Indian had little stomach for fighting with all those scalps to be collected at
Point G. The raid had been a resounding success.

Final tallies for the rangers were 3 rangers and 3 Indians killed. For the
French 2 regular killed at point B, 5 Indian scouts between the skirmishes at C and
G, and all 10 St. Francis Indians killed and the village destroyed.

ooOoo

WHAT MAKES

A WAKGAMER

TICK?

I was interested to see the details about Bish
Iwaszko's modern wargame in the Newsletter as I have
had several games recently under these rules. They
are certainly very good though I find I get a bit
lost if Bish isn't there to solve difficult situa
tions. The method of computing small arms fire in
particular seems to me far away the neatest and best
I have ever come across. I hope that you will men
tion in the Newsletter the idea which I really think
is Bish's greatest contribution to modern wargaming with Airfix figures - the very
simple plan of sticking sheet lead on the bottom of the Airfix man - it makes them
100# easier to handle; they are almost impossible to knock over even on the most im
probable slopes and this invention makes it possible for me to use individual
figures even on my new cloth terrains (I find that a cloth terrain is the best thing
short of a 6and table for getting broken and dead ground, long slopes, plateaus, etc,
and have gone over to it entirely. I use sheets of softboard and blocks and lengths
of wood under the cloth, and some terrain squares as well as individual trees,
houses, etc., on top of it).

It really would be worth mentioning the lead-on-stand trick in the Newsletter -
there may be a lot of people who have thought of it for themselves but there must be
many like me who have not, and would be glad of the tip.

I have managed to duplicate my World War II Western Desert rules, and enclose a
copy which may be of some interest if you evei have the time to look through it. You
may notice your own influence (e.g. in use of numbered counters to mark the points
during the move at which a gun or tank fires). Elaborate AFV Chart reflects a great
effort to allow for technical variations in tanks and tank guns which were so im
portant in the desert, and in practice works out quite well. I only have one 88 but
it can be a battle-winner on occasion, with blazing Crusaders all over the place as
they try to get close enough to deal with it. I use the roster system for all units,
and this method works very well with tanks.

I must say I entirely agree with Morchauser as to its superiority oyer the 'one
tank-one hit-no tank' business, which seems to me to be too chancy - it is like
having a whole regiment knocked out by one dice throw in a horse-and-rausket game.
After all, forces are normally scaled down and one tank represents a troop or what
not, so it should survive one or two hits. (I may be a bit prejudiced as in my last
game to Bish's rules my opponent, Bob Cartwright, knocked out five tanks with five
shots in one move and turned a very promising Soviet advance into a route!).

George Gush,



MUST LIST
One of the'perks' of being Editor of a magazine

is that people send you free samples of their goods
for review in your pages! It is always nice to get
something for nothing and it is always pleasing to
open a mysterious little package and see what is in
side. But last week was perhaps one of the most
exciting I can remember! On Thursday I was handed,
by the devisor, an envelope containing the cardboard
sheets to cut out and make up into a perfect scale model of the Waterloo farm of La
Haye Sainte. Ken Chapman of .,'aternieaaows, Wilton, Salisbury, Wilts, has done a
wonderful job with this model and if all the others he plans to turn out are of the
same standard then wargames terrain is going to take a big stride forward. Selling
at £1.25p plus 5p postage and packing, these buildings (which were reported upon in
our March issue) place within the' reach of everyone exact models of period buildings
scaled and drawn by a professional in this field. I understand that"La Belle
Alliance is to follow and then Hugomont.

Also on Thursday came an intriguing little box which contained an exquisitely
painted 25mm French Napoleonic Imperial Guardsman. When I say that it was oainted bj
Peter Gilaer of Hull then the best-informed readers will know that it is almost in a"
class of its own. But more than that, it was one of a completely new range of
Napoleonic wargames figures that have been designed by talented Peter Gilder for
Hinchliffe Models (83 Wessenden Head Road, Meltham, Huddersfield HD7 3HR, Yorks).
Every hobby has its "Rolls Royce" style models - Charles Stadden perhaps fills that
role with figures but there will be little argument that Frank Hinchliffe is the man
for guns. Now he is putting out a range of figures that are of a comparable standard
On Friday corning I received from Frank a package containing numerous samples of his
latest offerings including further samples of the Gilder figures. I am told that
there will be a full range of Napoleonic infantry, each particular type in differing
positions. The cavalry, horse and rider in one piece, will also present about five
different figures of each type. A full range of all types and periods is planned and
at present the Foot figures sell at 7-jjP each (boxed 10 to a box for retailers),
Cavalry (when ready) boxes of 4 at 65p per box. Peter Gilder's talent in every
aspect of our hobby has never failed to impress me andthis partnership with ilinch-
liffe Models seems to me to- be one of the most exciting things that has happened in
wargaming for a long time.

Among the other samples sent me by Hinchliffe Models was one that I could hardly
wait to assemble! In 4mm scale (to fit in with Minifigs etc) consists of an elephant
team and gun British India I85O-189O. The kit of castings consists of two draught
elephants in different positions; a kO pdr gun and limber; six figures; chain, traces
etc., and full instructions for assembly - it costs £2.90p. The same kit is avail
able with a 6.3" Howitzer instead of the 40 pdr gun if desired. Both of these guns
are obtainable in separate kits at 40p each.

Keeping up the tradition of providing the artillery the wargamer wants, Hinch-
liffe Models also turn out English Civil War medium and heavy guns; 3ritish and Frenc
Napoleonic guns and howitzers and other items such as British Napoleonic/Crimea spare
wheel carrier - all at 30p each. Although I have received a sample of each of these
there is no doubt about it - I shall have to buy enough of them to completely re-
equip the artillery of all my armies!

Some years ago Soldier Magazine produced, in collaboration with the Institute of
army education, a full colour medal chart entitled "The Empire's Battles 1793-1951"
.-.easurmg 19" by 25", the chart includes a world map in colour showing geographical
areas connected with the campaign for which the 89 medals depicted were awarded,
stocks of these charts are running low and it is unlikely that a rewrint will be made
since the original print was limited and the printing blocks destroyed. Orders will
be accepted by Soldier Magazine, 433 Holloway Road, London N.7., while stocks last at
63p.

Although I have not yet seen it I am told that the new Avalon Hill game Panzer-
blitz is a worthy addition to their range. I am told it is an improved version of
Tactical Game 3" (published by Strategy and Tactics". It is a tactical game as

15
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opposed to games like Stalingrad, Afrika Korps, Anzio etc., which are strategical in
nature. The map boards represent about 20 square miles of typical Russian terrain
and, instead of commanding Corps or Divisions, each side commands platoon sized
units. Also instead of being just one game, there are about twelve different tacti
cal situations which may be played out. It is a table-top World War II wargame
transferred to a board. "PANZERBLITZ" can be obtained through Wargamer's Newsletter
at £3.90p plus 85p postage and packing.

The review in February's Newsletter of the September/October issue of 'Strategy
and Tactics' mentioned that it contained a game called "T-34" complete with cardboard
cut out tanks etc. I am told that this is just a modification of "Tactical Game 3"
and hence of "Panzerblitz" - to provide a table-top game. It would probably be use
ful as an introduction to table-top warfare for American board gamers. It does how
ever show how the two branches of the hobby are moving together. I am indebted to
board wargamer David Taylor of Hyde, Cheshire, for this information.

For some reason Southampton seems to be the last place in England that receives
the latest Airfix figures so I am indebted to a Northumberland reader for information
on the latest "George .Washington's Army" set. I am told that the box contains War of
Independence figures that will paint up into anything with a musket from around 1740
to 1800. There are 36 infantry in a variety of positions, unfortunately many are
lying down, and with a mounted officer, 2 officers on foot, a drummer, a colour
bearer and 2 men with barrels. All in all this is a very welcome addition to the
Airfix range.

Still on model soldiers I have just received Volume 4 of "ROSE MINIATURES" by
Russell Gammage M.S.I.A. This beautifully produced list of the very fine figures
put out by this firm, contains dozens of photographs, many in colour and sells for
75p« For some reason wargamers do not seem to knov; a great deal about the small but
excellent range of 25mm figures put out by Rose Miniatures. This is a pity because
all of them have a charm and distinction all their own and some of them are unobtain

able elsewhere. The range includes American Revolution; French Napoleonic infantry
and cavalry including Austrians; the American Civil War and World War I. I have
always felt that Russell Gammage's 25mm horses and separate riders are about the
nicest little figures of their type I know.

In the past I have praised the 1/150 scale AFV card models obtainable
from Knoll Cottage, Knoll Road, Dorking, Surrey. I have just received a further
selection of recent additions to their range and each of the four new vehicles can be
made up into three distinct versions and still by no means exhaust their possibili
ties. The latest offerings are Card 4 Stu.G/H.III.Ausf.G. - an assault gun or
howitzer, L.SPW(Demag).SD.Kfz.250. Card 103 - Light Tank M5/M5A1. Stuart VI and
Carrier, Personnel, Half Track M3/M3A1 (and M5/M5 1)- The potentialities of these
very small scale AFVs is enormous although many might agree that their most attrac
tive feature is their ridiculously cheap price. Do you know that for under £6,
using cards 101, 102 and 103, you can make all the fighting vehicles of the British
1944 Armoured Brigade.

For this you require 154 Cromwells or Shermans (including 18 Close Support for
Cromwells - the 105mm Shermans were not used until late 1944), 36 Sherman VC Fire
flies, 34-37 Scout Cars, 33 M5 Light tanks, 58 Universal carriers (excluding the
anti-tank gun tractors), 40 M5 Half Tracks. (The fussy can convert to make up ARVs
- or wait until we provide this conversion and the A.A. tank conversion). You can
obtain the necessary cards as follows:-

Card

101

102

103

Cromwell Brigade

1 x 48 card
3 x 48 card, 1 x 16 card
1 x 48 card

£5.40 (£5.8s.-d.).

Sherman Brigade

4 x k8 card

1 x 48 card

1 x 48 card

£6

and still have surplus vehicles.

I am told that the next arrivals will be:-

GERMAN: Card 5. Pz.Kpfw.III Ausf. H - N and L.SPW.(Demag). Sd.Kfz.250 (Early).

ALLIED: Card 104. Infantry Tank MklV, CHURCHILL III - VI and Car, Scout, Daimler.
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CLUB NEWS

The National ,/argames Championship taking place at the Midland Hotel, New
street, Birmingham, on Saturday and Sunday, 25th-26th September next is progressing
well. A total of 44 teams entered and preliminary rounds are now wel] under way
after which there will be two further rounds, the ..'uarter Finals onwards bein- held
at the Convention. Individual championships are being held at the actual Convention

as soon as possible to Dave Millward, 12 Godrich "our.e, "ighfield Road, Moselev,'
Birmingham B13 9HR. Accommodation at the Convention hotel should also be booked
through Dave, bed and breakfast is ;C2.75, Presentation Lunch on the Sunday £1.50.
It is stressed that the Convention is not merely for fijhting off the final rounds
of the Chamyionsmp - numerous trade stands will cover a wide range of the different
aspects of wargaming. There will be competitions for painting, converting, military
history knowledge, raffles, etc. Once the Quarter Finals are over (from Saturday
lunchtime onwards) there will be plenty of table space and terrain for friendly
battles. Clubs are also invited to put on displaya providing Dave is told about them
beforehanu.

Wargaming enthusiast Peter Gilder is promoting a one day Wargames Convention on
Sunday, 20th June, at the Hull Arts Centre, Jpring Street, Hull. Admission 15p. <'hG
programme runs from 10.30 a.m. to 8 p.m. - the public are admitted at 2.30 p.m. From
12 to 2 p.m. there will be a bar and lunches will be available. There will*be trade
stands, Bring, Buy and Swap stalls, demonstration wargames and an opportunity to see
the superb ..aterloo terrain and figures made by Peter Gilder. i'rizes will be award
ed for Wargaraes Armies in (a) Ancient (b) Horse and Musket and (c) Modern ueriods
and individual wargames units (battalions, cquadrons, recce units) in an Open class
and Hull and District class.

The following .:iub publications have been received and read with interest,
display considerable talent but, above all, an unswerving enthusiasm.

-.11

The Sentinel - monthly publication of the Palm Beach Gardens High School War-
games Jlub of Florida, U.S.A. Then I have two copies of the Trumpeter from British
Columbia, Canada, and two copies of the Newcastle Wargamer's Broadsheet. This is
another enthusiastic effort with battle reports, book and figure reviews, exhortations
to wargame and to support the Club etc., etc. Finally (and no report on Club publi
cations would be complete without it) I have number 61, the January-February-March
1971 edition of the Grenadier, the Bulletin of the Cheltenham Wargamos Club. This
is the oldest Club magazine of them all and is out out with caro, love, devotion and
fanatical enthusiasm by Chris 3eaumont and Chris Gregg. If anyone in the world en
joys their wargaming then it is these lads of Cheltenham.

Bob o'drien and the War ;ames research Group work out their latest set of rules.



BOOKS
"MILITARY ORIGINS" by Major Lawrence L.Gordon edited by Lieutenant-Colonel J.B.

R.Nicholson (bVr" x 3;,": 256 p: 21 line drawings: 8 coloured plates: *f black and whit,
plates. Kaye and ward Limited. £1.75).

This most original concept of a basic military reference book is most welcome.
It provides an essential companion to all who read military literature as it is both
a glossary of terms and an encyclopaedia of facts. It has individual chapters deal
ing with such varied subjects as Artillery, Heraldry, Early English Armies, Cavalry,
Engineers etc., and the final section of alphabetically arranged individual items
pertaining to military matters, begining with Accolade and finishing with Zeppelin.
Two of its colour plates are of mounted knights made by Charles otadden and, as be
fits a book edited by Lieutenant-Colonel Nicholson of "Tradition", it bears many
earmarks of that illustrious publication. I liked it very much.

"FIELD SERVICE POCKET BOOK 191V' (David and Charles Reprint £2.50). This polic;
of reprinting long out-dated military books is highly exciting and this particular
reprint falls into line with those of "Jane's Fighting Ships" etc., put out by the
same publishers. i'he Field Service Pocket liook was compulsory issue for every
officer in the British «rmy, giving concise information on every contingency likely
to be faced by the serving officer, from the subaltern on the North-.7est Frontier to
the staff officer at Headquarters. This particular issue, bearing the significant
and magic date of 191^ is of great historical importance because, not only does it
provide a vivid picture of army life at the outbreak of World War I but it is one of
the few reliable sources of information on the organisation, clothing, armament and
services of the British Expeditionary Force. There are enough ideas to be obtained
from its pages to last the wargamer a lifetime!

"TH i ./A 'ERLOO ROLL CALL" by Charles Dalton. (8£" x 5£": 296 pages. Arms and
Armour Press '^.d'j).

This is a new edition of a work originally published in 190*t and long out of
print. It is a reference work that provides a complete regimental record of all the
officers of the British Army who fought at Waterloo. Its contents include a list anc
biographical memoirs of the Staff; British and Hanoverian Army, in Divisions and
Brigades; annotated lists of Regiments; medical staff and departmental officers;
annotated lists of Reserve Regiments; Muster Roll of the Scots Greys; N.C.Os and men
who subsequently received commissions; Waterloo Heroes. As a reference book on per
haps the best known battle in military history, it is unsurpassed. A very valuable
addition to the literature of Napoleonic warfare.

"REGIMENTS AT WATERLOO" by Rene North. (8-4" x 5i": 72 pages: 8 coloured plates
which include o pages giving 72. uniforms in colour while another 67 uniforms are sho\
in line drawings. Almark Publishing Company Limited. Stiff paper covers £1.25, hare
covers £1.75)•

Exceptional value for the money, this pleasantly produced little book is a com
prehensive guide to the Units and uniforms of the opposing armies at Waterloo. Part
1 is the Anglo-Allied Army while Part 2 is the French Army. Both extensively cover
each type of troops, with illustrations and coloured plates of their uniforms. The
appendices give the Order of Battle of the Anglo-Allied Army and the Order of Battle
of the French Army down to Brigades and including the names of Brigade commanders.
It is difficult to see how any wargamer seriously claiming to be fighting in the
Napolftonic period can do without this book. In company with the next book reviewed <
many others they have published, Almark are to be profoundly congratulated on present
ing such valuable works for the benefit of wargamers and military historians.

"BRITISH INFANTRY COLOURS" by Dino Lemonofides. (8.." x 5}": 56 pages: 6 full
colour plates: innumerable line drawings and photographs. Almark Publishing Company
Limited. Paperback edition £1.00, hardback edition £1.50).

How many hours of searching would this book have saved me in past years? It is
a well presented guide to the history and evolution of the .queen's, Regimental and
Honorary Colours of the British infantry from Victorian times to the present. It
also contains a most useful five page appendix which gives in tabular form a complet
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listing of all British infantry regiments ever formed, with dates of amalgamations,
disbandings, changes of title and colour presentation. There is little that is more
colourful or stimulating than to see regiments on the wargames table with their gay
colours proudly shown in front of each of them. And at least British regiments will
now be able to be so equipped with a minimum of trouble. Perhaps another book could
be brought out with Regimental Colours of those countries opposing Britain!

"THE INTERNATIONAL FLAG BOOK" by Christian F. Pedersen. (?£" x 4j": 325 pages'
125 pages in colour. 31andford Press £2.10).

Lavishly illustrated in colour this is a unique encyclopaedia of the flags of
the world, containing 853 coloured illustrations of the principal national, naval,
mercantile and official flags in use today in the world's Sovereign States, Consti
tuent States and Colonies. The book also includes the flags of Heads of State as
well as many other flags of historical interest bringing the total number described
to around 700. Also included are about 180 national coats of arms. The illustra
tions are supplemented by a full text making it a most comprehensive book on the
subject. Perhaps not directly aimed at wargamers, this book is an invaluable pub
lication if only to enable one to know exactly who owns the exotic and bewildering
collection of flags that have sprung from newly risen States and countries and which
bedeck our streets, airports, etc.

. "SHIPS OF THE ROYAL NAVY" by W.D.G.Blundell. (8i(-" x 5^": 72 pages: 7 coloured
Plates: 80 pictures and with many scale drawings of virtually every class or ship
included. Almark Publishing Company Limited. Paperback £1.25: hardback £1.75).

This is an up to date record of all the ships currently in Royal Navy service
and is an excellent cheaply priced source of pictorial and written information on
them. Historical notes and basic data are included and the book is a valuable re
ference volume for ship spotters, warship enthusiasts, modellers and naval wargamers.

"BATTLE CLASS DESTROYERS" by Peter Hodges. (8£« x 5v"I 64 pages: 5 coloured
plates: 60 photographs. Almark Publishing Company Limited. Paperback £1.25: hard
back £1.75).

This book traces the service career of the Royal Navy's final class of destroy
er built in the traditional destroyer style. It deals in detail'with the weapons
systems, complete with drawings and cut-aways, and covers design layout and fit
tings. The badges of all the ships are shown in colour and there are two other
colour plates showing their colour schemes. These vessels form the backbone of the
Royal Navy's destroyer fleet for the twenty years following world Mar II and a few
still remain m service with foreign navies. A book that will be appreciated by
the Naval enthusiast.

"BgLLONA MILITARY VEHICLE PRINTS" now obtainable from Model and Allied Publica
tions at 25p each, the latest in the series is number 2k which covers the French
Renault light tank 1917-1945 and the Italian Carro Armato M11/39. BELLONA MILITARY
VEHICLE DATA Number Five and Six (also now available from Model and Allied Publica
tions of 13-35 Bridge Street, Ilemel Hempstead, Herts) number five covers a number
of German military "soft" vehicles made by Adler, Daimler-Benz, Steyr-Daimler-Funch,
Adam Open ana Faun. Number six covers a number of British military "soft" vehicles
including Chevrolet Truck, Leyland 'Hippo'; Ford WOT lorry, Morris CDF lorry,
Standard Light Ambulance, Bedford 3-ton lorry, Chevrolet 30-cwt truck, Humber heavy
utility and a Morris 8-cwt truck.

Not really under the heading of 'Books' but well worth describing are the 20th
Century Wargames Rules devised by S.C.Chapman and R.G.Lassen of The Den, Old Station
Road, Hampton in Arden, Solihull, Warwickshire, claimed by their compilers to be the
outcome of five years of intensive wargaming and subsequently well tried and tested.
Modernist Ron Miles of the Wessex Military Society has gone carefully into these
rules anu is impressed by their depth and by the amount of equipment of varying
countries that is covered. While this is advantageous to a small extent it is
detrimental because there are so many pages of statistics that it is a little daunt
ing to have to tackle them at regular intervals during a wargame. They will provide
and interesting and realistic game and, wargamers being what they are, will probably
provide a reasonable basis from which to branch out to rules of your own devising!
They can be obtained from the compilers at ^2-Jp plus 7^p postage and packing.
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LOOKING AROTJKD

This feature is extended because of the considerable backlog of magazines and
publications that have recently arrived all together as a result of the recent posta.
strike.

AIRFIX MAGAZINE (136/142 New Kent Road, London SE1) - February 1971: Military model,
for scratch-building and kit-converting the Chevrolet Portee and Hellcat; Japanese
barrage mortar team in 54mm; modelling Anglo-Dutch cavalry 1815. March 1221; Anglo-
Dutch cavalry figures 1815; Modelling Hadrian's Wall; Making mini dioramas; Char B1
famous French tank; Armoured Traction Engine 1900. April 1971: French cavalry
figures 1815; Troops of the Soudan Campaign; Military Model T Ford. .Hay 1971;
Modelling French infantry 1815; Building a Siege Tower; Jagdtiger - model made from
Panther and Tiger parts; Modelling the King's Troop Royal Horse Artillery; Bedford
Troop Carrier; Modelling ruined buildings. All these issue also contain book review
details of latest kits and models, correspondence pages and all the usual features t
say nothing of a host of attractive advertisements.

THE ARMCHAIR GENERAL - Volume II: Number 7- Unfortunately this appears to be the
final issue of this enthusiastic little magazine. It contains illustrated articles
on German Hussars 1870-1913; Brunswick Flags at Waterloo; Pike and Shot Wargames;
Prussian Infantry 187O; plus reviews of figures, books etc.

BATTLSFLEET (Journal of the Naval Wargames Society, W.E.McKenzie, 16 Hugo Road,
London N19 5EU) - Vol. 4: No.8. Germany's Liners 1914; Naval Wargames in Sweden;
Details of future Naval Wargaming activities.

THE BULLETIN of The British Model Soldier Society (3.A.Hornick, 16 Charlton Road,
Kenton, Middlesex) - February 1971. Reviews of figures, books, plates, etc-i
articles on Imperial German Army; 2nd Life Guards in the Sudan; Kulmbach 1969;
Ancient Warrior Groups; The Mamelukes.

THE COURIER - Bulletin of the New England Wargamers Association (R.Bryant, 45 Willow
Street, Brockton, Mass. 02401, U.S.A.) - Vol.Ill: Iio.1. Napoleonic Wargaming by Free
Vietmeyer; 20th Century Wargames; Pacific Island Wargaming; The Union Array 1862;
Naval Fleets of the Russo-Japanese War; A Roman Army Wargame Organisation. Vol.Ill:
I,-o.2. The Royal Marines; British Cavalry Standards 1751-1815? 20th Century Warfare;
Model Vehicles for the Eastern Front 'Wargame; Artillery; Napoleonic Rank Equivalents
Sapper Rules; Danish Infantry 1700-1750; a Battle Report; Military Map Symbols for
Wargames; Cavalier versus Roundhead plus book reviews and other features.

DISPATCH - Magazine of The Scottish Military Collectors Society (M.S.Davidson, Findc
Croft, Portlethen, Kincardineshire, AB1 4RN) - No.53- Contains a plate and colourir
instructions for the Scots Greys from 1633 to the present uay plus features on plate
and prints, books and model soldiers.

THE FUSILIER (C.C.Johnson, 3551 39th St., M.W., Washington, D.C. 20016, U.S.A. 60c)
- Vol.1: No.1. This is the first of a bi-monthly emphasising uniform study and its
twelve quarto pages contain notes on Barrell's Regiment 1745; Strength and Movement
Factors - German Army 1906; American Civil War Uniforms; The Dillon Regiment 1690-
1803.

THE AVALON HILL GENERAL (^517 Harford Roud, Baltimore, Maryland 21214, U.S.A.) Marcl
April 1971. Full of articles on winning board wargames plus one of general interes"
"Simul.-ting the Art of War".

THE GUIDON - The Miniature Figure Collectors of America (P.O.Box 8, Rutledge, Pa.
19070, 0.3.A.) - No.5. 1970. Napoleon's Colonial Battalions; Flat Figures; French
Line Grenadier Field Dress; Battle of Naseby; The Crimean Cavalry Regiment 1914;
Sharpsburg 1362; military items of interest in Spain. No.4 1970. Sharpsburg 1862;
French Sepoys l8l*(—1930; Flags of the London Trained Bands; Reports on Wargames Con
ventions; Storage of figures; French Light Infantry 1809; Painting Flat Figures; pi'
book, magazine and figure reviews etc.

INTERNATIONAL WARG„MER - Magazine of the International Federation of Wargaming (Joh:
Bobek, 3919 West 68th St., Chicago, Illinois 60629, U.S.A.) - November 1970. The
Vikings; Tracklinks, Part V (AFVs); Lepanto 1571; Armies of the Ancients; Jets and
Unusual Aircraft of World War II; plus reviews of board games. December 1970. Jet
and Unusual Aircraft; Tracklinks, Part VI; Lepanto 1571 concluded; American Civil W
Wargames Rules; Armies of the Ancients, Part II; Statistics of 16th Century Ordinan
The Incas. January 1971. Roman Imperial Strategy; Desert Campaign; and numerous
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articles on board games. February 1971. Strategy and Tactics of Armour Miniatures,
Tart I; The Design of Games" of Strategy; Revolt (a science fiction-type wargame);
uoman Imperial Strategy; The Incas; Tracklinks; plus numerous other features in a
magazine that interestingly combines miniature and board wargaming.

MILIiilGi'RIOT (Bob Bard, Box 1463, Baltimore, Maryland 21203, U.S.A.) - Autumn 1970.
Cover picture of a balloon sighting for artillery in the late 18th century; Nazi
Daggers; The British in North America 1701-1740; Organising reference material.
Winter 1970. Cover picture of French Dromedary Regiment 1798; Prussian Army 1806-
1815; The British in North America; Organising reference material; Cigarette Cards
plus reviews and other features.

MILITARY AFFAIRS (rublished for the American Military Institute by the Department of
History, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66502, U.S.A.) - February 1971.
Articles on Rhodesia; War Films as Documentary History; U.S.Army Support of Civil
Defence; Military Reform after the Spanish-American War; Writing Military History;
extensive reviews of museums, books and articles.

MODEL BOATS (13-35 Bridge Street, Kernel Hempstead, .Herts) - February 1971. Articles
on Human Figures in model boat building; Russian Battleship Petropavlovsk. March
1221. Illustrated article with plan of the German Heavy Cruiser Prinz Eugen and
Destroyer Lebrecht Maass; Card and Gum-paper 'Warships. April 19,1. Article and plan
of H.M.S. Ark Royal. May 1971. Illustrated article on H.M.S. Devastation, the first
British battleship built without masts and sails; an article with plans of the Japan
ese Warship Hiei.

PHOTO WAR (71 Pebble Hill Caravan Park, Radley, Nr. Abingdon, Berks) - No.6: Vol.1.
Well illustrated articles on World Wars I and II, too numerous to list but invaluable
if you are wargaming in these periods.

SAVAGE AND SULDIER (Douglas H.Johnson, 10 Overbrook Drive, St.Louis, M.0.6^124, U.S.A.)
March 1971. Impossible to do without if you are interested in Colonial wargaming.
Contains articles on a West African Bibliography; Phe Gordon ..clief Expedition; Flags
of the Sudanese War and bulging with reviews of books, magazines, articles and
figures relating to Colonial Campaigns.

SCALE MODELS (Model and Allied Publications Ltd., 13-35 bridge Stre t, Hemel Hemp
stead, Herts) - March/April/May 1971. None of these three editions contain anything
specifically directed towards war;;aming but each is full of interesting and well
illustrated articles on the construction of aircraft, vehicles, etc., etc.

SLINGSHOT - Official °ournal of the Society of Ancients (P.Barker, 757 Pershore Road,
Selly Park, Birmingham 29) - March 1971. Fighting in Str.ets and Towns by Charles
Grant; Greek Koplites; The Galation Invasions; Cannae 216 B.C.; and The Praetorian
Guard. May 1971. Destruction of 3abylonia; Zama as a Wargame; Conversions by Stan
Colby; two pages of pictures of early Ancient Warriors; Ancient Military Communica
tion; Ancient Egyptian Chariot. Both of these magazines are jam-packed with
small features and items relating to Ancient figures and Ancient wargaming. Essen
tial reading if this is your period.

THE SQUADRON - Vol.1: Mo.II 1971. A new American quarterly publication of the
Squadron Shop, Inc., 23500 John R., Hazel Park, Michigan 48030, U.S.A. A well pro
duced and illustrated house magazine/catalogue. Articles'Painting Faces For The
Beginner; Scratch-building German "Hummel" plus kit conversion details.

STRATEGY AMD TACTICS (Simulations Publications Inc, 34 East 23rd Street, New York
10010, U.S.A.) - November-December 1970. World War I Artillery on the Western Front;
Flying Tigers. January-February 1971. The Roman Army 753 BC - 1453 AD; plus basic
game "Centurion"; The Organisation of German Ground Forces on the Eastern Front;
Introduction to Advanced Napoleonics. March-April 1971. American Forces in Viet-
Nam; The Waffen SS; World War II at Sea; "Grunt" a Viet-Nam board wargame. It must
be emphasised that all these articles are elaborately researched and illustrated and •
are absolute mines of information. Each issue also contains numerous other features

concerning board games and the American Wargaming Scene and also a complete board
game together with counters, playing board, rules, etc. A very fine publication for
the well advanced and thinking wargamer.

TANKSTTE - Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicle Association Magazine (M.A.Hundleby, 4
Low Croft, Woodplumpton, Preston, PR4 OAU, Lanes.) - February-March 1971. Well
illustrated articles on the 19th Armoured Car Company; Foster Trench Tactor; Jeeps,
conversions; Lee/Grant Variants; Modern British Markings; World War II Strongpoints;
An Armoured .;egiment Markings in BAOR. April-May 1971. Surviving AFV's List; Light
Tank Mark VI; T-62; Converting Jeeps; Foster Trench Tractor; German World War I Tank;
plus numerous other features fascinating to armour enthusiasts.
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TRaDITION (188 Piccadilly, London W.1) - Number 51. Phe French Artillery; The De-
fence of Stockholm., 1719; Nicks in the Sudan; The Soldier Artificer Company; j.ndian
Mountain Artillery, 1849-1939; Mercenary Colliers; Imperial Troops in New Zealand,
1901; The Habsburg Guard; 10 coloured plates of Armies of the French First ,mpires,
the ^ustro-Nungarian Emoire and the Indian Army. Number 52. Imperial Russian Army
Colours of the Cossack Troops 1825-1856; 10th Light Infantry Regiment, French Army
1812; Hicks in the Sudan; Kitchener's Army; History of the Mounted Rifle and Light
Horse Volunteers; The Assault on Stralsund 1809; French Light Infantry at the Siege
of Rome, 1349; The Reggimento di I'oscana in the Seven Years War; Imperial Troops in
New Zealand, 1901; The Defence of La Haye Sainte Waterloo plus 11 coloured plates of
Mounted Rifle and Light Horse Volunteers, the AustrO-Hungarian Army and the Imperial
German Cavalry. Number 53- The Assault of Stralsund, 1809 - uniforms of Danish
Troops; Hicks in the Sudan; Napoleon's Italian Navy; The Kaiser's Palace buar .;
Mounted Rifle and Light Horse Volunteers; Royal Military Artificers 17o7-1M2; 5/th
Regiment of the Line, French Army 1805-1807; Marlborough's Men; The Hew Uniform of
the Coldstream Guards, 1856; Royal Engineers, 1914; Metropolitan Rifle Volunteers
Corps i860; The Aoyal Military College of Canada; plus 9 coloured plates of the
Mounted Rifle and Light Horse Volunteers; the Austro-llungarian Army; the 6tn Dragoon
Guards, the Royal Artillery and the German Imperial Cavalry. Each beautnully
printed and set out issue also contains book reviews, coloured photographs of 54mm
figures and other features.

TH-' VEDETTE - The Journal of the National Capital Military Collectors (P.O.Box 30003,
Bet'hesda, Maryland 20014, U.S.A.) - December 1970. Contains an interesting Wargamers
Corner with battle report; 'History of the Hobby'Ve.-tunni Figures; the 7th Bengal
Light Cavalry (with plate for colouring); Battle of .ihiloh; plus numerous other
illustrated features.

WORLD WAR II - publication of the World War II Historical Association (printed so
small that it is difficult to read and Editor's address is undiscoverable). Con
tains articles on D-Day; Russian Light Gun Tractor; Prinz Eugen; plus innumeraole
reviews, illustrations, etc., all pertaining to World War II.
MILITARY MODELLING (Model and Allied 1ublications Ltd., 13/35 Bridge Street, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts) - Issues February, March, April and May 1971 to hand. Each one is
filled from cover to cover with colourful and beautifully illustrated features con
cerning model soldiers, guns, military vehicles, etc., etc. The latest items in
every aspect of the hobby are reviewed so that no one has any excuse for missing any
of the bodies that could take all our cash if we did not have to eat! Outstanding
articles appear to be Self-propelled Artillery; a review of museums; Charlges Grant
on Napoleonic and Ancient wargaming; specialised armour equipment lthe 1'unnies; ,
Converting Historex; British Army Colours in miniature and reviews of figures made
by the best known manufacturers and their lesser known competitors.

WE MAY NOT MAKE THE FINEST WAR GAME SOLDIERS IN THE WORLD ....
BUT A LOT OF OUR CUSTOMERS TELL US THAT WE DO.

WH.P „K todaY for a special Bulletin we have prepared for British war-
Samers whie"«PEi£ X- to purchase our new 1970 catalogue (listing 1500 war game
soldiers) and how to order military miniatures from the United States.

You'll find a whole new world of model soldiers awaiting you at
SCRUBY MINIATURES 1



THE NOTICE BOARD

FOR SALS: Wargamer's Newsletter 81-105 -£3.75p.^ "Wargames in Miniature" -
£1. S.Dance, 7 Bendmore Avenue, Abbey wood, London S.E.2.

00O00

WANTED: Equipment for D-Day wargames, (20mm) tanks etc. Send lists with prices
to D.Zeitlyn, 3 Trumpington Road, Cambridge.

00O00

"I thought that you might also like to know that our own group has entered in
for the National Wargames Championship, our first game being a preliminary round
against Durham. The point Iwish to make however is: "Need the Rules used be so com
plicated?" To have to remember every rule will be almost impossible and I am sure
that for a "Tournament" battle they should be made a little simpler to compensate lor
the loss in time in battles. It would be interesting to hear your own views on this
and also, as we have had no experience with the "National", whether or not this has
been so with others?"

J.T.Newton, Secretary Newcastle Wargames Group.

00O00

This note may be of interest to American subscribers and anyone else who happens
bv The Central Ohio Wargamers Association will be holding their third annual con
vention featuring board games, Napoleonics, W.W.II and Naval Miniatures, game design
and related material. By the time this information could appear in the Notice Board,
most arrangements will be concrete, however the tentative date is July 10th Those
interested should send a stamped addressed envelope to me. Wargamers °utside the
States who are sincerely interested in attending should just send a S.A E., we will
also try. to make arrangements to stay with one of the members. Donald wolii, l^oy
Huntly Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43227, U.S.A.

00O00

Recent big increases in British Bank charges have put a handling-charge of 25p
(30 cents) on IaCH cheque from overseas. It is economically impossible for Wargamer*
Newsletter to absorb this charge. Overseas subscribers sending Jf^.^ ™-^f^
cheques must ADD 30 cents to each cheque. American Express drafts, ^r^°n*l
Money Orders or Sterling drafts for the specific amount do not need this additional
handling-charge.

00O00

This magazine and all literature and books distributed through it are sold on
the conation and understanding that, as every possible care is taken in dispatch no
responsibility can be taken for non-arrival. Any items replaced will be charged for.

00O00

FOR SALE: "French Military Weapons" 1717-.938, published in U.S.A. *9.50, fire
arms to artillery, many line drawings. Z3 including postage. David Allan, 5»
Provost Eraser Drive, Northfield, Aberdeen.

00O00

FOR SALE: 144 S.Y.W. and Marlburian figures by Minfig (25mm - 20mm). Painted
and unpainted. Enquiries to David Black, 13 Annan Drive, Bearsden, Glasgow.

00O00

WANTED: Gamescience BATTLE OF BRITAIN game. Telephone 01-204-5742 (London
only).

00O00

ITALIAN WARGAMERS! Join our efforts to spread our hobby in Italy. Write to
Associazione Fiorentina Battaglie in Scala, Piazza Mascagni, 60, Firenze.



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

Books by Donald Feathers tone - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WARGaMES" - The original text book of wargaming. ;".1.65p. (#4.73).
"NftVAL -ARGAKES" - Sea battles with model ships. S1.6f??. (#4.75)«
"AIR rfARGAKaS" - Battles with model aircraft. ~1.65p. (#4.75)•
"ADVANCED ,/ARGAM^S" - This follow-up book to ".vargames" introduces a host of
new ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. ii2.40p. (#5*25)•
"WARGaME CmMPaIGNS" - This book caters for the experienced wargamer who is
seeking larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative
beginner. Sl.90p. (#5.00).

"HANDBOOK FOR MOJSL SULDIS5 CqLLECTOaS". An essential reference book giving
details of the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books, records,
dioramas, etc., etc. Special edition for Wargamer's Newsletter subscribers
- 85p. (#2.00).

"AT THEM ..Ti'H THE BAYONET!" - The 1st Sikh n'ar 1845-6. i:i.65p. (#4.75)-
"ALL FOP, A SHILLING A DAY" - The story of the 16th Lancers in the Sikh ..ar
1845-6. Nearly out of print! A few signed by the author left at 65p.
(#1.50).

"BATTLES ,/Ti'H MODEL SOLDIERS" - A new and completely different book that
introduces the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the exper
ienced wariramer will find interest and value in its pages. Well illus
trated with drawings and photographs. (Published by David and Charles).
,02.90p. (#7.00).

"MILiTA -:Y MODELLING" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and
casting model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns and buildings;
on soldering, gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets.
There is an extensive section dealing with the conversion of Airfix and
Historex plastic figures. (Published by Kaye and Ward). ii2.05p. (#5.00).
"LITTLE WARS" - "Little Wars" first appeared in 1913 ana this is a facsi
mile reproduction of the first edition. In this book H.G.Wells brought
his considerable imagination to bear on the formulation of simple but
effective rules to rationalise the small boy's pastime of shooting down
toy soldiers with toy cannon.

"Little .<ars" is the foundation stone of the present hobby of play
ing wargames. It is also a book of great charm.- _Jl..i5p. (#3.u0).
"CLj EQITIgJ MODEL SOLuISHS, 189^-1918" - L./..Richards. An illustrated
reference Guide for Collectors. ;:i.65p. (#4.75).

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1 Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 B.C. to 900 A.D.) by Tony Bath.

2 Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3 Rules for I750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in
America) by Tony Bath.

4 Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Feathcrstone.

5 Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6 Rules for late I9thCenturyWargames (including Colonial Wars against Nativas)
by Donald Feathcrstonc.

7 Rules for I9I7 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules
for early tanks, armoured cars, etc.) by Donald Featherstone.

8 Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20np each (50-.) or the set of 3 for £1.25 (#3-00) including postage.

"WARGAMES TE3 '..•IN" - 55np (#1.50). Illustrated booklet describing how
to construct realistic battlefields. Reprinting - ready early 1971.

These publications can be obt «ined by sending cash with order to
WARGaM Ea 'b NE./SLET -ER .

All dollar and non sterling cheques require an additional 30 cents
handling-charge added to them.
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p* Getevery
detail right

with Airfix

It's the little things-like the helicopters, operating
stern ramp and Landing Craft-that really makes the model!

And that's whyAirfix Construction Kitsare so fantastically popular.
Everymodel is accurate to the smallest detail-a perfect

replica of the real thing! There are nineteen different series, each
made to a constant scale. Over 300 kits, at prices

from 2/11 to 23/6. At all good hobby shops and F.W.Wooiworth
and N.A.A.F.I. Askfor the catalogue.

PLANES I
Over ISO to choose
from, including
aircrsll from both
World Wars, modcn
jets and airliners.

ARMOURED
VEHICLES I
Tanks, trucks and
missiles, all in
'00/110' scale, lor
use with Airfis
figures.

FIGURES I
Over 35 dillerent sets ol
'00/HO' scale figures
-historical, military
and civilian, as well

The world's
biggest range of

construction kits

STOP PRESS
The Jumbo Jettaki
Here it is. the gjan
new Boeing 747.
designed to
carry more

News, articles, conversions for modelling enthusiast!
every month in AIRFIX MAGAZINE. 2,'6 Irom your
model shop or newsagent.


